
Take a technical deep dive into digital security, explore 

use-cases, and unleash the power of your data. Splunk’s 

convenient, on-demand Security Tech Talks speak to 

every practitioner level, from novice to advanced expert.

Defending Your Data

MOST VALUABLE TECH TALKS      SECURITY EDITION

Detections for Trickbots, Malicious 
PowerShell, and DevSecOps

Get up-to-speed on what’s happening now in Security 

Analytics innovation and explore the cutting-edge capabilities 

in the newest release of Splunk Enterprise Security 7.0. Fresh, 

forward-design interfaces streamline analyst workflows, 

extend and enhance executive visibility, and build on 

Risk-Based Alerting to deliver robust, real-time security where 

you need it, when you need it.

What’s New with
Enterprise
Security 7.0
TECH TALK
Security Edition

AUDIENCE
Splunk Administrator
(IT, Security, Data,
Business), Analyst

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Novice

See How

Learn from the best—Splunk’s Threat Research team—how to counter emerging threats using 

security content in Splunk Enterprise Security and Splunk SOAR. Discover tricks of the spy trade, 

including how Trickbots, botnets, and Webinjects work together in a malicious cyber campaign. 

And find out how to detect and counter malicious PowerShell using script block logging. Finally, 

get an inside look at the DevSecOps lifecycle and learn how to detect advanced threats into 

software pipelines, source code repositories, and container orchestrators.

TECH TALK
Security Edition

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Intermediate

AUDIENCE
Security Practitioners

Top Security Tech Talks

Short, digestible 20 to 
30-minute technical webinars

Product-focused
demos

Every practitioner level, from 
novice to advanced expert

Best Practices for Maturing 
Your SOC from Splunk 
Professional Services

TECH TALK
Security Edition

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Intermediate

AUDIENCE
Splunk Administrators, Security Analysts, SOC Manager

Part 1: Technology
Evaluating your technical strengths and weaknesses puts you 
in a better position to succeed. Learn how to be the first to 
identify problems and avoid others beating you to the punch. 
Discover the tools you need to help reduce risk, elevate 
maturity level, and accelerate time to value. You might find it 
helpful to watch the complete series.

See How

Part 2: People
Let’s face it. We all have room for improvement. Learn how to 
determine where you are on the maturity timeline and what 
steps you need to take to reach the next level. Splunk Security 
Maturity Framework teaches us to accelerate time-to-value 
using helpful insights to measure our progress to maximize 
positive outcomes.

See How

Part 3: Process
The key to success for high-performing SOCs is a 
straightforward process. Clear guidance and workflow 
communications ensure SOCs can be responsive in critical 
situations. Watch on-demand to learn best practices about 
reporting and explore the metrics for dashboards
and visualizations.

See How

Part 4: Data
SOCs need to evaluate their technological strengths and 
weaknesses to position themselves for success. The ability to 
proactively use your tools to identify discrepancies in your 
environment helps ensure that someone else won’t identify 
them for you. In this Tech Talk, learn how to identify the 
necessary data sources to ingest to cover essential use cases.

See How

The never-ending onslaught of security alerts and intelligence 

threats burden even the best analysts, engineers, and security 

systems. Learn how Splunk Intelligence Management turns 

Splunk SOAR into an even more powerful tool to combat 

security threats. Discover how normalizing intelligence from 

internal and external sources creates faster triage and more 

streamlined playbooks.

Splunk Intelligence 
Management for
Splunk SOAR
TECH TALK
Security Edition

AUDIENCE
Splunk Administrators,
Security Analysts, CISO

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Intermediate

See How

Creating, editing, and testing apps is easier than ever. Faster, 

too. Learn how SOAR’s new app editor makes it easy to view 

and add code, customize or tweak actions, run and test 

functions, get log results and troubleshoot solutions.

Automation for 
Modern SOC: Splunk 
SOAR’s App Editor
TECH TALK
Security Edition

AUDIENCE
Security Analysts,
SOC Teams

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Intermediate

See How

Put security threats on alert using TruSTAR Indicator 

Prioritization Intel Workflows. Learn how to customize data 

input to help security teams quickly analyze, prioritize, and 

respond to threats. Add to your peace of mind by automatically 

downloading data into Splunk KV stores. 

Intelligence 
Management with 
Splunk + TruSTAR
TECH TALK
Security Edition

AUDIENCE
Splunk Administrators,
Security Analysts,
SOC Manager

PRACTITIONER LEVEL
Intermediate

See How
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Watch Splunk’s Security Tech Talk 

webinars whenever you want, 

wherever you are.

On-Demand
Convenience

Splunk.com/TechTalks

See How
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